AEPI GRANT OVERVIEW

GENERAL GRANTS
AEPi international Headquarters offers general grants on OpenBook. General grants can be used towards any Jewish identity or education event. The grant can cover up to $250 in expenses.

INDIVIDUAL GRANTS
AEPi International Headquarters also offers individual grants on MyAEPi. Individual grants can be used for Brothers to have Jewish educational experiences. This can cover expenses to go to conferences or individual learning experiences.

AEPI BAR MITZVAH PROGRAM
This grant is available on MyAEPi for Brothers who have not had a Bar Mitzvah. This program is done in partnership with Chabad and can offer resources for that Brother to have a Bar Mitzvah ceremony.

Please note: to receive any of these grants, the chapter will need to fill out a follow up form that will require itemized receipts, pictures of the event, and quotes from Brothers about the experience.

If you have any questions regarding AEPi grants and what they can be used for, please contact Chief Programming Officer Jon Bridge at jbridge@aepi.org.